In most image classification algorithms, the classifier model needs to train a large number of training samples. In practical application, labeling numbers of samples is a tedious and time-consuming task. So, how to select fewer suitable training samples from the numbers of unlabeled samples is a difficulty in the image classification algorithm. This paper proposes a trademark number recognition technique based on active learning algorithm. The method uses the human interaction to get trademark number area, and then uses the projection method to extract character characteristic which using the characteristic to split characters. Finally, use BvSB active learning algorithm to select high information samples which was used to train support vector machine classifier, and use the trained classifier to recognize trademark number. The experimental result shows that the classifier trained by the method has higher classification accuracy in the case of labeled fewer samples.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of economy and technology, e-commerce technology is mature; and people gradually tend to the new shopping way of online shopping. But the types and styles of goods are various, and a commodity may have thousands of styles. So, how quickly and efficiently to find the target commodities in multitudinous goods has become the obstacles of the user shopping. As we all know, any piece of merchandise has a number, and the same style goods have one number, the different goods have diverse number. So, using trademark number to retrieve merchandise can greatly shorten the time of the user searching goods, and allows users to quickly and efficiently search the target commodity. Therefore, trademark number recognition technology has broad application prospects.
Trademark number recognition technology is that the system automatically identifies trademark number character from the image, and the identified trademark number can conveniently retrieve goods for user. This paper put forward a trademark number recognition technique based on active learning algorithm. Active learning algorithm mainly includes two parts of learning engine and sampling engine [1, 2] . Learning engine is the training process of classifier. The purpose of sampling engine is that under the least labeled expense, getting the labeled sample set which can extremely improve the generalization performance of the classifier [3, 4] . In this paper, using an active learning method based on the optimal label and suboptimal label (Best vs second Best, BvSB) proposed by Joshi et. al to chose the high information sample [5] , and using the selected samples to train the SVM classifier. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new machine learning method which based on statistical learning theory and was proposed by vapnik et. al in 1995 [6, 7] . SVM can effectively solve the problem of small sample learning, nonlinear and high dimensional pattern recognition [8] .
Trademark number recognition technology mainly contains three main steps, the first is trademark number area achieving, second is character segmentation, the third is character recognition. Getting the trademark number area is the key first step of trademark number recognition. Because of the influence of light and image noise, there are large errors using the traditional method to get the trademark number area for low-quality images. This paper put forward the way of human interaction to get the trademark number area. Finally, we use BvSB active learning algorithm to select the high information samples, and use the selected samples to train classifier which was used in trademark number recognition. Due to trademark number composed by uppercase letters and numbers, and the class number of sample is not large, so we use the classification algorithm of "one to many" for Support Vector Machine to identify trademark number. The experimental result shows that the classifier trained by the method has higher classification accuracy in the case of labeled fewer samples.
BVSB ALGORITHM
BvSB algorithm is the improvement for the active learning algorithm based on entropy. So, we first brief the active learning algorithm based on entropy. Sample set includes unlabeled sample set and labeled sample set. The paper set labeled sample set is L = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), L, (x m , y m )} and Y = {1, 2, L} is the possible labels for all categories; y i y is the label of sample x i ; unlabeled sample set is U = {x m + 1 , x m + 2 , L, x n }. The probability of sample x i in the unlabeled sample set belongs to every category is P(y i | x i ). So, the standard of active learning algorithm based on entropy is as follows:
The active learning algorithm based on entropy stipulate that the sample which has bigger entropy is harder to decide the category for the current classifier, so the information of the sample is higher. Then, the algorithm chose the maximum entropy sample to manual label, and then adds it to the training sample set which was used to update classifier. But, in the multi-class classification problem, entropy cannot always represent the uncertainty of sample. The classification uncertainties of some samples with smaller entropy may be higher than some other samples with slightly larger entropy [5] . According to this problem, Joshi et. al proposed BvSB active learning algorithm.
BvSB (Best-versus-Second-Best) is a direct active learning sample selection standard. In the standard, only consider the two sample categories which largest impact the classified results of sample, and ignore the less affected categories. So, this algorithm is simple to realize.
If a sample is close to the classified surface, it has large information. At the same time, the category of this sample was difficult to determine. So, if a sample has the similar probability between the best category and the second best category, the sample has higher information. The sample selected by BvSB standard has high representation, and BvSB standard has an effective measure. The standard of BvSB algorithm is as follows: 
In the formula, the best label and second label of sample x i respectively are y best and y second-best , thus the corresponding probability are p(y best |x i ) and p(y second-best |x i ).
The active learning algorithm of BvSB can make full use of the characteristic of the learning algorithm, and it has the features of condensed and efficient. Figure 1 is the frame diagram of trademark number recognition method which is proposed in this paper and based on Support Vector Machine. There are three main steps in the entire process of trademark number recognition, and they respectively are trademark number area achievement, character segmentation and character recognition. First, get the trademark number area from the collected images. This is the first step and also a crucial step in the entire of trademark number recognition process. This paper realized by the way of human interaction. Then do character segmentation from the gotten trademark number area, and the segmentation result is obtained the single independent trademark number character, which is the most important step in the process of trademark number recognition in this paper. This paper uses the projection to get character feature, and then split character. Finally, using Support Vector Machine to build a classifier which is used to identify trademark number, and then getting the recognition result by together the recognized single character. The next few sections will describe each step implementation process.
TRADEMARK NUMBER RECOGNITION

Obtain the Trademark Number Area
Trademark number recognition is also known as trademark number character position, which is to identify the required trademark number area from the whole image. Similarly to the license plate location method of license plate character recognition process, there are two common methods of trademark character position. One is the character positioning method based on the blackand-white image, while another one is based on the color image [9] . Although the above two methods have been put into practice, both of them have certain requirements on the image quality. Once the image has been polluted by noise, its image quality will be low ,which will be lead to a large deviation using the two methods to obtain trademark number regions, even worse is that it can't find trademark number character region.
Human interaction method is that user selects the trademark number region from the acquired image firstly, and then we shear the image around the trademark number area according to the line drawn by the user. Using the horizontal projection method, we can strike a one-dimensional histogram of image features which will be performed by filter processing afterwards. Analysis the histogram and find out the maximum value of the two sides that perpendicular to the area which has been selected by user. Finally obtain the final trademark number area after.
As shown in figure 2, the figure (a) is the acquired original image, figure (b) is the horizontal projection histogram of the sheared image after filtering and figure (c) is the result image of acquired trademark number area.
Character Segmentation
In essence, image segmentation is the classification process which according the characteristics different between the pixels in the image, that is the image was divided into a pixel region which have the consistent characteristics [10] . Trademark number character segmentation is to segment the characters in the trademark number area into single characters. But the image quality has some certain impacts for image segmentation results, and the common error character segmentation has the following two kinds.
In the portion of the trademark number image, since the light intensity is not enough, an independent character in binarization image is not continuous, that is a character appears breakage. In this case, it is easy to segment a character into two images. Another case is that affected by the image noise, image character is defiled, and the result is that two or more characters are get together. At this point, we cannot separate the deferent characters in the character segmentation.
In order to preferably segment the trademark number character and try to avoid above problems, this paper using vertical projection method to extract character features. The specific method is as follows, vertical-projection sheared image, remove the noise with the median filtering, calculate the histogram maximum, and obtain the initial segmentation lines. From the figure 3 (a), we can see that some extreme point segmentation lines do not meet the conditions. We can judge the segmentation lines whether is effective through the analysis of the split line adjacent to the two line of the image the morphology of connected area, and then filter out false segmentation line. As shown in Figure 3 , (a) is the feature histogram which was obtained from the vertical projection the character areas gotten from the above section. Because of the trademark number is black and the black character pixel value is low, so the sum of the area pixel value between two characters is high. Reflected in the histogram is that the maximum value is emerged. According to the maximum value position determine dividing line. (b) is the ultimately determined results graph of partition line. From the experimental results, it can be seen that this method can achieve good segmentation of characters. 
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The process of character recognition in the trademark number recognition method mainly includes three problems. Firstly, how to select fewer suitable samples to manual label from the numbers of unlabeled samples. Second is the classifier model which was used in the trademark number recognition. Third is the image feature used to distinguish image. This paper use BvSB active learning algorithm to select the high information unlabeled samples to label, and BvSB algorithm has been introduced. Trademark numbers are constituted by some characters, such as the capital letters and numbers. The classifier model contains 36 categories for number of capital characters being 26 and that of digitals being 10. According to the characteristic, this paper use the classification algorithm of "one to many" for Support Vector Machine to train classifier, and then finish the character recognition step with it. In the amount of image features, the paper extracts coarse mesh characteristics according to the feature of trademark number image. Then we will detail the main content of support vector machine and coarse mesh characteristics.
Classifier model
For features of its powerful classification, generalization ability and flexible classification method, Support vector machine (SVM) has been widely applied in pattern recognition field. Support vector machine is first used to solve two kinds of classification problem. How to extend two kinds of classification method to multiple category classification is one of the important contents of study in SVM.
Basic thought of SVM is that dividing inhomogeneous point by straight line; when sample point cannot be divided by line, through the nonlinear transformation transforms input space into a high dimensional space. the radial basis kernel function is the most commonly used kernel function. Therefore, this paper uses radial basis kernel function to extraction SVM classifier, and the parameter is mapping the sample data to the appropriate feature space.
SVM classifier mainly has four classes which are respectively one-on-one, a pair of many, SVM decision tree method and multiclass SVM. Although "one to many" classification algorithm consider all the sample every classification, which eventually led to the slow training speed. But "one to many" classification algorithm is simple and easy to implement, and in article number recognition need only a total of 36 classifier; the scale is small, so this paper adopt the "one to many" classification algorithm to structure classifier.
The basic idea a pair of many is: when the training in a category of sample return for a class, the other to the rest of the sample for another kind, such k categories of sample will structure k SVM. We classify unknown sample for a class with maximum classification function value of that class.
The feature extraction of trademark number image
After two steps' processing, we get character a single article. Before article number identification, we need to extract feature article number. Common character statistical characteristics are mainly coarse mesh characteristics, perpixel characteristics and 13 point features, etc. So this paper uses coarse mesh characteristics to realize article number recognition.
Coarse mesh characteristics divide the character into N × M grid and statistic the pixel number belongs to the character in each grid, each grid reflects a certain characteristics of character. In the recognition stage, the grid is together as the statistical features of the characters. Coarse mesh feature extraction method need to turn the character size and position normalization, in this paper, the unity of the character size is 70 × 50, into 7 × 5 grid. Each grid feature extraction of 10 × 10 = 100 pixels, each grid compute character pixels percentage.
With the letter "E" as an example, extract coarse mesh characteristics. Figure 4 shows 70 × 50 size for characters, which is divided into a 7 × 5 grid. Figure (c) shows the 35 grid is the percentage of the letter "E". In the grid of line 2 and column 3, because there is no pixel belongs to the letter "E", so percentage is 0. Figure 5 shows the process of character recognition, and we can evidently see that character recognition is an iterative process. Use BvSB active learning algorithm to select the high information samples from unlabeled sample set, at the same time, remove the selected samples from the unlabeled sample set. The training samples that were used to retrain the classifier have the maximum information which was calculated by the newest classifier. The end conditions of iteration are the classification accuracy of the classifier reaches the threshold or the number of training samples reaches the threshold.
The process of character recognition
Use coarse mesh characteristics to extract the character image feature, and use BvSB algorithm to select training samples. With this, it can improve the Figure 5 . the iterative process of character recognition.
classification accuracy of the classifier. In order to validate the effectiveness of the classifier, artificial character data set experiment is adopted in this paper. The data sets, there are 26 kinds of capital English letters and 10 kinds of digital, a total of 36 classes. The size of unlabeled sample set is 1260, and the size of test sample set is 1008. Initial classifier was trained by 36 samples that there is 1 sample in every class. Character recognition error rate result diagram is shown in figure 6 and transverse said error rate while longitudinal axis is on behalf of each character. As can be seen from figure 6 , due to the number 0 and the letter o, G, D are quite similar, so the classification error rate of these characters is slightly high. The classification error rate of other characters is relatively low. This also shows that the classifier has higher correct classification rate.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the trademark number recognition methods, this paper use 103 pieces of images which random collected to do experiment. In order to verify the universality and persuasion of the algorithm, the experimental image data of this paper was obtained by different methods and different shooting equipment. Experimental procedure was realized by Figure 6 . Error rate of character recognition.
Matlab 2010a on Dell PC machine. Machine configuration is as follows: Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU E5300@2.60 GHz, 4G memory, Windows 7 operating system. Because of the classifier in this experiment is obtained by training which use the artificial set with the size of 70 × 50. So after the two steps of trademark number access and character segmentation, the resulting single character need normalization processing. The size of character normalized processing is same to the size of characters in the training set.
As shown in Figure 7 , there is the trademark number recognition result picture of the two sample images in the experimental dataset. The diagram (a) is one of the correct result figures of trademark number recognition, and (b) is one of the error result figures. From these two figures, we can clearly see that the pretreatment result of figure (a) is correct, and then with our classifier can get the correct trademark number result. The letter "L" in figure has segmentation error, and it was segmented to the character "1" and character "-". That is, figure (b) has the error result in the pretreatment process of trademark number recognition, and the final trademark number recognition results was error, too.
The main factors that affect pretreatment results in the trademark number recognition process have tree:Schematic diagram of segmentation error; Schematic diagram of image noise influence; Schematic diagram of illuminate impact. The three factors affect the pretreatment results. If the
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Study of Active Learning-based Trademark Number Recognition Method pretreatment cannot get the correct result, the final recognition will be also error. But, exclude the influence of the pretreatment, the trademark number recognition accuracy only decided by the accuracy of classifier. Using BvSB active learning algorithm to select parts of samples and train the classifier, and then use the classifier to do the camera trademark number recognition. Table 1 is the accuracy result of trademark number recognition:
CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposed a trademark number recognition based active learning algorithm. Use BvSB active learning algorithm to select samples, and then use the selected samples to train classifier. The method can chose the fewer samples, but the classifier has the higher accuracy. Character recognition is the last and the key step of the trademark number recognition technique, and it belongs to the image classification field. According the problem that training classifier need to artificial label numbers of samples in the traditional image classification, we use BvSB active learning algorithm to choose unlabeled samples. With this method, the trained classifier has higher classification accuracy with fewer samples. But the result of pretreatment influence the final result of the trademark number recognition. So, the next study focus is improving the accuracy of the pretreatment result.
